Date:   April 12, 2024

Alert No. 1

**CONSTRUCTION ALERT**
CHEMISTRY DRIVE SIDEWALK REPAIR

**ITEMS OF INTEREST:**

Energy and Utilities in conjunction with the McCormick Zone will repair a portion of sidewalk starting 16April2024 with substantial completion of 19April2024. Pedestrian traffic will be impacted and rerouted to the brick walkway at the south of Physical and Life Sciences Building. ADA access is not affected on the pedestrian path for the duration of the work scope.

**BACKGROUND:**

The sidewalk at Chemistry Drive has a Steel Plate covering a storm inlet that is requiring a replacement and slight modifications.

**ISSUED BY:**

Corey M. Jones. Utilities Manager UVA FM E&U. 434.989.8416 cmj9s@virginia.edu

**PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED:**

END OF ALERT